
Pneumatic Hand tools

Bahco pneumatic Impact wrench BPC816
3/8” square drive, lightweight impact wrench with twin hammer mechanism.
Light, durable and insulated composite housing. 1/4” female air connection. 
Powerful twin hammer mechanism. Easy one-hand forward and reverse 
change. Three-step power regulator. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose coiling. 
Progressive trigger mechanism. Built-in silencer. 
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 113L/min, 34-338Nm - max 583Nm. 12.000rpm,
1.500 impact/min, 87dBA, vibration 7,4mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic Impact wrench BPC815
1/2” square drive, composite impact wrench with twin hammer mechanism.
Light, durable and insulated composite housing. 1/4” female air connection.
Powerful twin hammer mechanism. Easy one-hand forward and reverse 
change. Three-step ower regulator. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose     
coiling. Progressive trigger mechanism. Built-in silencer. 
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 113L/min, 786Nm - max 1112Nm, 8.000rpm,
1.250 impact/min, 88dBA, vibration 7,7mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic Impact wrench BPC817
3/4” square drive, composite impact wrench with twin hammer mechanism.
Light, durable and insulated composite housing. 3/8” female air connection.
Powerful twin hammer mechanism. Easy one-hand forward and reverse 
change. Three-set power regulator. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose 
coiling. Progressive trigger mechanism. Built-in silencer. 
6.2 Bar, 10mm hose, 198L/min, 1627Nm - max 2034Nm, 5.000rpm,
916 impact/min, 96dBA, vibration 11,6mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic Impact wrench BP901
1” square drive,  extremely strong machine, 2250Nm in forward and 3.500 
in reverse. 1/2” female air connection.
Low noise and low vibration. Durable rocking dog mechanism. Three-step 
power regulator. Comfortable support handle included. 
6.2 Bar, 13mm hose, 460L/min, 2550Nm - max 3500Nm, 3.800rpm,
400 impact/min, 87.5dBA, vibration 6.17mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic Impact wrench BP901L
1” square drive,  extremely strong machine, 2250Nm in forward and 3.500 
in reverse. 1/2” female air connection. 9” anvil to reach every nut. 
Low noise and low vibration. Durable rocking dog mechanism. Three-step 
power regulator. Comfortable support handle included. 
6.2 Bar, 13mm hose, 460L/min, 2550Nm - max 3500Nm, 3.800rpm,
400 impact/min, 87.5dBA, vibration 6.17mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic ratchet wrench BP820
3/8” square drive, with rubber grip, power regulator. Swivel connection.
Swivel air exhaust. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 120L/min, 0-31Nm, 270rpm, 80dBA, vibration 2,6mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic ratchet wrench BP821
1/2” square drive, ridgid housing covered with rubber grip, easy adjustable power 
regulator in the handle. Easy direction change swith, 360º swivel connection to avoid 
hose coiling. Progressive lever mechanism, built-in silencer. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 120L/min, 0-67Nm, 150rpm, 80dBA, vibration 2,6mm/s².

Article No. Description IMPA

30BPC816 Impact wrench Bahco BPC816 3/8” -

30BPC815 Impact wrench Bahco BPC815 1/2” 59 01 01

30BPC817 Impact wrench Bahco BPC817 3/4” 59 01 05

30BP901 Impact wrench Bahco BP901 1” 59 01 06

30BP901L Impact wrench Bahco BP901L 1”with 9” long anvil 59 01 06

Article No. Description IMPA

30BP820 Ratchet wrench Bahco BP820 3/8” -

30BP821 Ratchet wrench Bahco BP821 1/2” -

Bahco pneumatic die grinder BP822
Including 3mm collet, ridgid housing with insulated rubber grip, easy accessible 
air regulator at end of the handle. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose coiling, 
progressive lever mechanism with safety trigger. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 170L/min, 25.000rpm, 85dBA, vibration 2,5mm/s², 250W. 

Bahco pneumatic die grinder BP822E
Including 3mm collet, ridgid housing with insulated rubber grip, easy accessible 
air regulator at end of the handle. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose coiling, 
progressive lever mechanism with safety trigger. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 113L/min, 25.000rpm, 76dBA, vibration 4,53mm/s², 200W. 

Article No. Description iMPA

30BP822 Die grinder Bahco BP822 with 3mm collet -

30BP822E Die grinder Bahco BP821 with 3mm collet -

Bahco pneumatic angle grinder BP823
Diameter 5” - 125mm, for cutting and trimming. For grinding and cutting off . 
Light, durable and insulated composite housing. Toolless disc change mechanism. 
Progressive lever mechanism with safety trigger. Comfortable rubber covered 
support handle included. Adjustable protective steel shield. 
1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 340L/min, 10.000rpm, 83dBA, vibration 6.07mm/s², 650W. 

Article No. Description IMPA

30BP823 Angle grinder Bahco BP823 125mm - 5” 59 03 50



Pneumatic Hand tools

Bahco pneumatic reversible drill BP825
13mm keyless chuck, Light, durable composite housing with rubber covered 
handle. Easy one-hand forward and reverse change. 360º swivel connection to 
avoid hose coiling. Progressive trigger mechanism. 1/4” female air connection.
Comfortable rubber covered support handle included.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 105L/min, 450rpm, 88dBA, vibration <2.5mm/s², 220W.

Bahco pneumatic reversible drill BPC825
13mm keyless chuck, Typical applications include general-purpose drilling, 
engine work and auto body repair. Excellent for drilling, honing, reaming and 
hole sawing. High quality Jacobs® 13 mm keyless chuck for extended life. 
Progressive trigger for better control. Removable 360-degree side handle. 
One-hand forward/reverse change. Flat back for better pushing action. 
Composite housing. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 800rpm, 88.4-99.4dBA, vibration <1.2mm/s².

Bahco pneumatic reversible drill BPC823
10mm keyless chuck, Typical applications include general-purpose drilling, 
engine work and auto body repair. Excellent for drilling, honing, reaming and 
hole sawing. High quality Jacobs® 13 mm keyless chuck for extended life. 
Progressive trigger for better control. Removable 360-degree side handle. 
One-hand forward/reverse change. Flat back for better pushing action. 
Composite housing. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 2000rpm, 88.7-99.7dBA, vibration 2.1mm/s².

Article No. Description IMPA

30BP825 Reversible drill Bahco BP825 13mm keyless chuck 59 03 47

30BPC825 Reversible drill Bahco BPC825 13mm keyless chuck 59 03 47

30BPC823 Reversible drill Bahco BPC823 10mm keyless chuck 59 03 46

Bahco pneumatic compact reciprocating saw BP828
An ideal tool for general auto body repair and modifi cation, such as cutting 
exhaust pipes, corroded bolts and chassis beams. 10,000 strokes per minute.
Lightweight and compact, low vibration. Progressive safety throttle lever with 
lockout feature. One blade included, 32 TPI. Comfortable non-slip grip.
1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 62L/min, 10.000 stroke/min, 88-100.5dBA, vibration 
5.18mm/s², 300W.

Bahco pneumatic reciprocating saw BP824
Reciprocating saw for cutting straight, curved and fl ush. 35 mm adjustable saw 
blade guide. Insulated composite housing. Progressive lever mechanism with sa-
fety trigger. 360º swivel connection to avoid hose coiling. Includes three precision 
ground bi-metal car body blades. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 160L/min, 10.000 stroke/min, 85dBA, 
vibration 3.7mm/s², 260W.

Bahco pneumatic geared reciprocating saw BPG824
Perfect for all industrial cutting applications or general auto body modifi cations 
such as cutting exhaust pipes, corroded bolts, chassis beams, etc.
7,400 blows per minute with regulator. Gear-driven mechanism to reduce 
stalling and avoid blade jamming. Gear-driven mechanism provides more than 
twice the cutting capacity of standard air saws. Versatile toolholder for nume-
rous saw blades and fi les. Progressive safety throttle lever with lockout feature. 
One blade included, 32 TPI. Composite housing. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 113L/min, 7.400 stroke/min, 88.5-99.5dBA, 
vibration 18.3mm/s², 450W.

Article No. Description IMPA

30BP828 Reciprocating saw Bahco BP828 59 05 71

30BP824 Reciprocating saw Bahco BP824 59 05 71

30BPG824 Reciprocating saw Bahco BPG824 59 05 71

Bahco pneumatic hammer BP910
Typical applications include removing ball joints, tie rods and bearings, shearing 
metal parts, breaking bolts and rivets, breaking concrete, etc. 3200 blows per 
minute for fast cutting action. High performance and low weight (2.25 kg). 
High quality 10.2 mm round safety-lock retainer for quick chisel change. 
Comfortable rubber grip. 1/4” female air connection.
6.3 Bar, 10mm hose, 55.5L/min, 3.200 stroke/min and 67mm stroke, 
94.3-106.6dBA, vibration 2.4mm/s², 10.2mm tool shank.

Article No. Description IMPA

30BP910 Hammer Bahco BP910 59 05 52

30BP909TE Rotating edging chisel Bahco BP909TE (1) 59 05 59

30BP909NE Non Rotating edging chisel Bahco BP909NE (2) 59 05 59

30BP909TF Rotating fl at chisel Bahco BP909TF (3) 59 05 55

30BP909TWF Rotating fl at wide chisel Bahco BP909TWF (4) 59 05 58

30BP909TTP Rotating tapered punch chisel Bahco BP909TTP (5) 59 05 56
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